EXHIBITING ARTISTS:
MIRIAM ABRAMOWITSCH
SANDI ADAMS
GREG GORGIA
BART BORLAND
LEONARD BREGER
CAROL JONES BROWN
ELIO CAMACHO
LOIS CANTOR
TINA CURIEL
ELIZABETH DANTE
BARBARA DE GROOT
ELLA DRISCOLL
MARGE ESSEL
DEBBIE FIMRITTE
MARK FISCHER
RINNA B. FLOHR
SUE MARY FOX
CHANDRA GARSSON
ROHILAH GUY
SOEIA HARRISON
BRUCE HEPPLER
Laurie Hicklin
MELANIE HOFMANN
STAN HUNCILMAN
WILLIAM HUNG, in memoriam
Diane Jacobson
ANN JASPERSION
SUZANNA KLEIN
CORAL LAMBERT
RAFAEL LANDEA
CHARLES LEWIS
LUCY LEWIS
SANDRA LO
ROBERTA LOACH
CHARLES LUCKE
JENNIFER WALLACE MACK
JOHN MALLON
SONIA MELNIKOVA-RAICH
DAWN MING
MAJ BRITT MOBRAND
MALCOLM NICOLL
UDI PELED
WINTHROP PRINCE
DIEGO M. RIOS
SEMA ROCKETT
STANFORD ROSE
ROSIE ROSENTHAL
CHRISTINE ROSSI
T. SCOTT SAYRE
EMILY JURS SPARKS
ARLENE RISI STREICH
TERRY TELLES

CURATORIAL ASSISTANTS:
ADAM HEFFLER, Assistant Curator and Off-Site Show Coordinator
JULIA MONTROND, Gallery Assistant Curator
CHRISTINE ROSSI, Administrator, Expressions Gallery Arts and Educational Center, Inc.
MARGE ESSEL Coordinator Educational Classes and Programs
TRINITY DUSHON, Gallery Assistant

OPENING RECEPTION MUSIC BY:
SALLIE HANNA-RHYNE, Keyboard and DAVE TOPHAM, Trumpet

SUMMARY OF EVENTS:
POETRY, READINGS AND OPEN MIKE: Friday night, 7-9 PM:
Featured Poets July 15, 2011 Diane Moomey and Debora Grace Khattab
Featured Poets August 19, 2011 Judy Bebelaar and TBA

OFF-SITE SHOWS
City of Berkeley, Planning and Development Dept. 2nd Fl. : “All You Need Is Love”, Through August 30, 2011

CLASSES:
ART CLASSES FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS: (check website for schedule) or CALL: Coordinator, Marge Essel, 510-548-2617

Adapted from Debbie Fimrite’s Origami, “Star”